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President Elliott Speaks
Before State Legislature
For Bond-Financed Dorm

Teachers Given Benefits
Under Defense Loan Act

By Mary Irving
University of Maine President Lloyd H. Elliott termed the
temporary student housing at the University a "dangerous fire
hazard" when he spoke Tuesday afternoon before the Education
Committee of the Maine State Legislature.
Elliott urged the adoption of a bill
which would provide $24,000,000 in
self-liquidating bonds to construct
permanent student and faculty housing to replace the present South
Apartments and North Dormitories,
war surplus buildings brought here
after World War If.
"These temporary structures should
have been razed long ago," he said,
but if we had demolished these temporary buildings, we would have deprived many worthy Maine young
people of a college education."
The bond bill was introduced into
the legislature by Representative
Howard Cousins of Bangor, who said
the measure would "lend the credit
of the State to the university." He
explained that the interest on and
retirement of all bonds under the
terms of the bill would be accomplished by the university through income from dormitory fees and rentals.
He explained that the taxpayers'
money is not involved, as the housing
constructed with these bonds will be
entirely self-liquidating projects. He
said, "Students living in the dormitories will pay enough extra in fees
over a period of about 40 years to
defray the cost of the structures."
He indicated that the university
would save several million dollars in
interest by having the State's credit
status.
President Elliott was introduced by
Donald Corbett, Waterville, a mem-

ber of the university's Board of Trustees, who said the trustees "were not
happy to add the extra financial burden on the students." He explained
that since World War II the State
has paid for half the cost of dormitories and the university has paid for
the other half through student fees.
"We wish this plan could be continued," he said, "but we realize the
state must be called on for many
academic buildings and other campus
improvements, so we've finally come
to the conclusion the only solution to
our housing problem is to ask the
students to bear the burden of all the
costs of constructing their dormitories."
President Elliott, in giving details
about the bill said its use was "permissive and not compulsory"; he added that the university would use the
funds "only from time to time as they
(Continued on Page Four)

Special consideration will be given to two groups of students who apply for loans under the provisions of The National Defense Education Act of 1958. According to President Lloyd H. Elliott,
the University of Maine has $16,136 to distribute this year under the program.
The two groups which will receive school shall have his loan and the whatever the borrower actually respecial consideration are those students with superior academic backgrounds who express a desire to teach
in an elementary or secondary school,
and students whose academic background indicates a superior capacity
or preparation in science, mathematics, engineering, or a modern foreign language. However, all academically qualified students may apply
under the program, regardless of curriculum.
Financial need is also a consideration in the granting of these
loans. According to Dr. Elliott,
"The prime and most essential
condition" of an applicant's eligibility for a National Defense
Loan is that he is in need of the
requested loan to complete his
course of study."

Interest on the loans will be at
the rate of 3 per cent on the unpaid balance, Dr. Elliott said.
Interest will not commence until one year from the date when
the borrower ceases to be a fulltime student, and no interest will
be charged during any period,
up to three years, when the
borrower is serving in the Armed
Forces. In case of death, or permanent total disability, the loan
is canceled.

The Interfraternity Council found
two houses guilty of breaking rushing rules at a meeting Feb. 18.
Sigma Nu and Tau Epsilon Phi
were each fined $100 for a violation
of the "no drinking" rule.
Three man teams representing the

Phi Beta Kappa's
4 Point Average
Tops Club Listing

The Gerry Mulligan quartet appeared at the Memorial Gy m
Saturday afternoon. Mulligan's fans waited almost an hour for his
arrival. The group presented an informal jam session as part of
Winter Carnival week-end.
Stat.
, photo by 8amill:0

Students Intern In Capitol
By Jo Dion
Busy as bees and enjoying every moment, Sally Curtis and
Don Mooers are making the most of their opportunity to serve congressional internships in Washington.
helping the two secretaries get the
filing system in order and has been
running errands for them.

Drafts Letter
She drafted the Congressman's
second newsletter and his extension
of remarks, which is his whole speech
delivered in the House. These bulletins are sent to the constituents in
his district.
Sally was impressed with the fact

quires to meet his college-related expenses as determined by the University Loan Committee. The maximum
amount available to one student is
$1,000 during any fiscal year. with a
maximum total of $5.000 for the student's college career.
All students interested ;n applying for loans for the present
semester under the program and
who are currently enrolled in the
University, may obtain information and application forms at
the office of Robert C. Worrick,
director of student aid. For students planning to enter the University in September, local high
schools are being sent complete
information as to application
forms and procedure.
In addition to those qualifications
already mentioned. all students applying for loans must be in college on a
full-time basis and must he in good
academic standing.

Drinking During Rushing
Nets Fine For Two Houses

Gerald J. Grady, assistant professor of government, resigned
his position at the University this
week to accept the post as Assistant Director of the Bureau of
Government Research at the University of Massachusetts.

These two University of Maine
students were chosen to spend six
months in the nation's capital as aides
to Senator Edmond Muskie and Congressman James Oliver.
Sally, who is on Oliver's staff, has
sent a report to Edward F. Dow,
head of the history and government
department. outlining her duties so
far. Since the new staff is still trying to get organized, she has been

interest canceled up to a maximum
of 50 per cent, at the rate of 10 per
cent of the amount of the loan, plus
interest thereon, which was unpaid
on the first day of such service, for
each academic year of service.

The principal, together with interest, will be repaid in ten equal installIn order to stimulate the entrance ments. beginning one year from the
of additional numbers of superior date the borrower leaves college.
students into the teaching field, the
The amount of the loan will be
act provides that any borrower who
serves as a full time teacher in a
public elementary or secondan

Grady Resigns,
Accepts Post
At U Of Mass.

Grady has been on leave of absence from the University of
Maine since he ran for Congress
as the Democratic candidate
fr
the third district in 1938.

Number 19

that the problems of the state of
Maine are felt very strongly in Washington. She enjoys working with the
staff and likes Oliver's approach and
interest for the state's well-being.
Working in the office is not all
Sally does. She is taking a night
course in German at George Washington University. and also a course
for Congressional personnel at the
Graduate School in the Department
of Agriculture.
Views 1.incoln Display'
She has had to put off sightseeing
(Continued on Page Twelve)

1I-C made periodic checks 01 all fraternities during the two week rushing
period which ended Feb. 15.
IFC advisor John E. Stewart told
the Council Wednesday that the accumulative average of the men
pledged v.as 2.37—the best in the
school's history. Delta Tati Delta
pledges averaged 2.77. tops among
the pledge groups.

Ste% art said that the Council
-should be pleased %%ith the obvious
results of the 1.8 eligibility rule.- The
rule was passed by the IFC in January. Freshmen needed only I 5 beWith a 4.00. Phi Beta kappa hon- fore the rule v.as adopted.
orary society topped all campus orCouncil President Donald E. Cookganizations last semester with the
son said that plans for the first anhighest rank.
Phi Kappa Phi, Omicron Nu and nual Greek Weekend are ncA. underKappa Delta Pi honorary societies may. A Greek Weekend sommittee
had the next highest average, with comprised of one man from each of
the seventeen houses N‘ill be an1.56. 3.49 and 3.44. respectively.
nounced
shortly.
was
fraternity
The highest ranking
Tau Kappa Epsilon with a point averWilliam Donnell. Sigma(hi. ‘%as
age of 2.73. Delta Tau Delta ranked chosen chairman of the IFC sing.
next with 2.43 and Alpha Gamma May 5.
Rho third with 2.38. Following this
were: Phi Mu Delta. 2.35: Tau EpsiThe following pledge report, have
lon Phi. 2.345: Alpha Tau Omega. been received and properly recorded
2.344: Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 2.342: by the Interfraternity Council—freshPhi Kappa Sigma. 2.339: Theta Chi. men:
2.331: Beta Theta Pi, 2.32: Phi Eta
Alpha Gamma Rho. \ as tic BenKappa. 2.288: Lambda Chi Alpha.
2.26: Kappa Sigma. 2.23: Phi Gamma net and Leroy Crawford. non-resiDelta. 2.20: Sigma Chi. 2.18: Sigma dents. and AnthonN Stout. resident:
Phi Epsilon. 2.13: and Sigma Nu. 2.11. Lambda Chi Alpha. Howard Annis,
resident: Sigma Phi Epsilon. BenjaPi Beta Phi led the sororities with
min Coffin. Ronald Cote. William
a 1.19 point average. Second was
Alpha Omicron Pi with 2.99. Delta Moore. residents. and Burton HarZeta ranked third with 2.93. Chi rington and John Maresca. non-resiOmega. 2.89: Delta Delta Delta. 2.87. dents: Sigma Nu, lames I aBossiere.
Phi Mu. 2.78: and Alpha Chi Omega. resident; Tan Epsilon Phi, George
Jones. non-resident: Theta Chi. Dar2.67 followed.
The average of the entire Universi- rell Bemis. resident: Phi Mu Delta.
ty w a, 2.37. University women had Paul Kinmond. resident: Sigma Phi
an ascrage of 2.62 and men had a Epsilon. William Myers, resident. and
Frederick Tingley. non-resident: Sig2.29.
Other organizations on campus ma Nu, Albert Betters. resident:
sere: All Maine Women, 339: Sen- Theta Chi, Vi illiam Anderson. resiior Skulls. 3.17: Sophomore Eagles. dent. and Richard Webber. non3.03: Sophomore Om Is. 2.39; Prism resident.
Board. 2.69: Maine Masque. 2.60;
Charles D. Jones was dropped as a
and Maine Campus Staff, 2.44.
pledge to Sigma Phi Ep.iinn 1-eh 18.
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Morris Weinberg Named Chairman
Of Good Will Chest Drive Campaign
Announcement of the committees pus. Helen Inman, Publicity; Theofor the Good Will Chest campaign dore Weiler, Faculty; Barry Millett
was made this week by J. Morris and Philip Brockway, Administration.
Weinberg, general chairman of the
The Good Will Chest Drive will
committee.
be held this year from April 12 to
Serving on the committee this year April 17. It is the only organization
are: Felicia Schrotel. secretary; Mar- on campus that is allowed to solicit
vin Hirshfield, treasurer; William
Shirley, fraternities; Mary Ketchum, for all charitable organizations. It
Women's Dorms; Winston Crandall, also retains the campus emergency
Men's dorms; Niles Nelson, off-cam- fund, used in local emergency cases.

Orono.

Hillel Foundation Plans
Marriage Discussion
Hind will have a Friday evening
service in the Oakes room of the Library at 5 p.m.

Summer Mathematics Institute
Considers 1000 Applications

More than 1000 teachers from 46 states have requested appliSunday night at 6:15 in the Bumps cations for the fifty openings in the Mathematics Institute to be held
room of the Union the group will at the University of Maine this summer, according to professor
hold a buffet supper followed by a Spofford Kimball, director of the Institute.
discussion on "religion and marriage."
Leading the discussion will be the
Reverend Harvey Bates, SRA director, Dr. Eliot Epstein, advisor to
Hillel, and Dr. John Romanyshyn,
professor of sociology.

The Institute, which will be part of
the University of Maine Summer Session program, is sponsored by the
National Science Foundation which
has provided a grant of $48,000 to

Official University of Maine
Complete Automotive Repair

CLASS RINGS

Tire Balancing

ORDERS TAKEN THURSDAY AFTERNOON
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
at Memorial Union Lounge

Inspections
See us for your SNOW TIRES
LEGERE'S TEXACO STATION

$5.00 Deposit Required
Weeks
3
Delivery Guaranteed

Stillwater Omer

Official Agent, Willis Furtwengler
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Tel. 7-3838

YOUR INTERESTS, SPECIAL ABILITIES
ARE IMPORTANT WHEN DU PONT
MAKES YOUR FIRST JOB ASSIGNMENT
A. F. Hartford, Jr.
M4r,,,,q pc/sonnet representafire

Don't forget the "extras" of an employee benefit program w hen you compare the job offers and salaries of
different companies. At DuPont.these
extras mean added income that doesn't
always meet the eye. They include
life insurance, group hospitalization
and surgical coverage, accident and
health insurance, pension plan and
paid vacation.
In addition. the Company sponsors
a thrift plan. After two years of service, for every dollar you invest in
U. S. Savings Bonds the Company sets
aside 25 cents for the purchase of
common stock in your name. Roughly,
60.000 of our employees are now participating in this plan.
If you have specific questions on
Du Pont Nenefits, just send them to
me. I'll be happy to try to answer
them. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc. Room 12421 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

PERSONALIZED TRAINING
RELATES TO POLICY OF
PROMOTION FROM WITHIN
Where do your interest::: lie? What
courses have you taken? What are
your special abilities? Du Pont tries
to match these factors with available
openings to determine your first assignment within the Company.
Once the assignment is made. the
Company helps you apply your knowledge to a problem right away. You
learn by doing and by consulting with
your supervisor and others working
on various phases of the same project.
Your performance on the job is
evaluated periodically to assist you in
knowing where you stand in the eyes
of your management. And, as you
might guess. Du Pont's personalized
training is closely related to its promotion policy. Practically all promotional opportunities are filled by advancement from within the Company.
It is especially important for the
college student to know that management authority at DuPont is decentralized through many departments into
small groups—small enough so that
the new man's capabilities can be
recognized. This type of organization, plus the Company's steady
growth. produces many opportunities.
SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET
Booklets about the kinds of technical
jobs at Du Pont are yours for the ask.
ing. Subjects include: mechanical, civil.
metallurgical, chemical, electrical, instrumentation and industrial engineering: technical sales, business administration. research and development. For
a copy of one of these booklets write to
Di/ Pont. 12421
Nemours Building.
Wilmington 98. Delaware.

cover the cost of the project. Professor Kimball said that this grant will
provide travel and living expenses as
well as stipends and dependents allowances for 50 teachers. About ten
additional teachers will be enrolled
as "paying guests."
The Institute is designed to improve
subject-matter competence of the participating teachers; to strengthen the
capacity of these teachers in motivating able students to consider careers
in mathematics and science; to bring
these teachers into personal contact
with prominent scientists who participate in the Institute, with a view
to stimulating the interest of the
teachers and increasing their prestige
professionally; and to effect greater
mutual understanding and appreciation of each other's teaching problems
among teachers.

Junior Meeting
Scheduled Soon

Job facts from Du Pon

BENEFIT PROGRAM
MEANS ADDED INCOME

, Frbruar, 26, 1959

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MOVIE AVAILABLE
FOR A.S.M.E. MEETINGS
Just what does a mechanical engineer
do at Du Pont? Whether your chosen
field is research, development, design.
production supervision or plant engineering, you'll find many of the
answers to this question in the informative film, Mechanical Engineering
at Du Pont.
From start to finish, this film has
been prepared with the young engineer in mind. Its express purpose is
to show him where he fits into the picture—what kind of assignments he
will be called upon to handle in the
chemical industry.
This is a realistic on-the-job film,
without frills and falderal. No professional actors appear in it. All photography was done right in Du Pont
plants and laboratories, and everyone you will see in it is a working
Du Pont engineer.
If you would like to learn in considerable detail what mechanical engineers do in the chemical industry.
arrange to see this DuPont film.
Mechanical Engineering at Du Pont
is available at no cost for A.S.M.E.
chapter meetings, fraternity house
and dormitory showings. Write to
Room 12421 Nemours Building. E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.),
Wilmington 98, Delaware.

BITTER THINGS ION UUCP LIVING
THROUGH CHEM/WRY

President Robert Sterritt has set
Tuesday, March 3rd at 7:00 p.m. as
the date for the first Junior class
meeting of this year. This will be the
first of two scheduled meetings to be
held in the main lounge of the Union.
At the meeting the executive council will present plans for the coming
Junior Prom. The various committees needed to work for the prom
will be set up. Many have already
offered to serve on these committees,
but many more students will be
needed. Any junior is eligible to help
out with the work.
The class financial standing and
other activities, such as the Prism,
will be discussed. Refreshments will
be served following the business session.
This is an opportunity for all members of the class of '60 to take an active part in. Every junior is urged to
attend.
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SAVE
YOUR
BOXES
PHILIP MORRIS
will award
1st PRIZE: Zenith—Stereo
Adapted Hi-fl Set,
2nd PRIZE: Zenith Table
Radio.

PIC
TO1

PA
Moll St

To the University of Maine
Dormitory, Fraternity or Sorority Group collecting the
most Philip Morris, Parliament, or Marlboro boxes or
packages.
CLOSES NOON FEB. 27th
Each group is to collect the
boxes and put them in bundles of 25 and turn them in
to Room 3, Fernald Hall, between 12 and 1 P.M., on Feb.
27th, with the name and affiliation on each unit.
Winner to be announced
at 4 P.M. of the same day.
In case of a tie a drawing will
be held.
All boxes and packages to he
of a current packing.
Zenith prizes on display at
LeBeau's TV Center, Orono

B. FRANK
grooms you

Orono, Maine, February 26, 1959
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Winter Carnival Features Crowning
Of Jane Chiarini And Dave Smith

I-ute
ns
jested applite to be held
to professor

David Smith and Jane Chiarini
were crowned king and queen of
the Annual Winter Carnival at
the Carnival Ball last Friday evening. Other candidates were Patricia Hebert, Nancy Bliss, Judy
Pride, Steve Howe, Dick Twitchell, and Ben Brown.

roject. Prolesthis grant will
ig expenses as
lependents airs. About ten
be enrolled

In the women's division, Balentine
took first place, and the Elms and
Stodder Hall received honorable mertion. Dunn Hall came in first in the
men's dorm division, honorable mention went to Hart Hall.
Girls competed in three different
skiing contests. In the Novice Downhill race, Shirley Jones took first
place, and Jane Fitz and Penny Hall
came in second and third, respectively. Ann Clark finished first in the
intermediate downhill, and Mary Ann
King and Diane White came in second
and third. Ann Clark also finished
first in the Slalom race, and Ma:y
Ann King came in second.
In the men's ski competition, Alpha
Tau Omega took first place in the
fraternity division; Alpha Gamma
Rho and Phi Kappa Sigma tied for
second, and Lambda Chi Alpha took
third place. Individual winners for
the downhill race were ATO's Corson, first; ATO's Dodge, second; and
Alpha Gam's Wakefield, third. Individual winners for the slalom race
were Phi Kap's Ingals, first; and
Alpha Gam's Wakefield, second.
In the non-fraternity division, Dunn
Hall came in first with 7 points, Off
Campus came in second with 6 points,
and Corbett Hall took third place
with 3 points. Dunn Hall's Galinsky
came in first in the downhill, and
Miles from Off-Campus took first
place in the slalom race.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon took first
place in the fraternity skit competition at the variety show Sunday afternoon in Stodder Hall. Phi Kappa
Sigma came in second.
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Will Present Band Concert Wednesday
This Wednesday night, March 4,
the Twelfth Annual Band Concert
will be presented in the Memorial
Gymnasium at 8:15.
Directed by Francis Shaw, from

C4

swing to overture numbers, the conceit will include American Patrol,
swing style; the Bugler's Holiday, by
trio Albert Elwell, Les Nadeau, and
Jack I ynn.

ihll0A

Vgja491

Lambda Chi Alpha took first place
in the fraternity division of the snowsculpture competition with a huge
portrayal of "Frenchie" the cop vs
his car runs into a fire hydrant. Sigma
Phi Epsilon and Sigma Nu received
honorable mention.
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Fair Isle Cardigan
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or

Pull-over Kit.

In Norwegian Pattern.
Choice of 3 colors $7.98
"Frenchie," the winning snow sculpture in the fraternity division, was done by Lambda Chi Alpha. This year's theme for snow
sculptures was "campus characters."
(Staff photo by Crawshaw)
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01959 Liggett & Myats Tobacco Company

"LIM is kindest to your taste,"says James Arness."There are two
good reasons why I know you'll like 'em. They're truly low in tar, with
more exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette."

tnounced
>ame day.
rawing will

B. FRANKLIN,electrician. says: "Wildroot
grooms your hair better at no extra charge!"

cages to be
g.
display at

1,1Just a little bit
of Wildroot

and...WOW!

ter, Orono

•

LOW TAR: em's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke... makes LIM truly low in tar.
MORE TASTE: UM's rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more
exciting taste than any other cigarette.

LIVE MODERN...CHANGE TO MODERN li'M
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Newly Elected Minister
Braves Maine's Winter

Elliott Speaks At Maine State Legislature
(Continued from Page One)
are needed." He emphasized that the
bond bill would provide for a "carefully planned, long-range building
program, which would result in an
even flow of construction and an orderly plan of procedure." He noted
tha the bill would require approval
of the people of the state by referendum.

dents an average of $80 to $120 extra in dormitory fees in the years to
come. They now pay from $60 to
$80 on present borrowing.

versities in many sections of the country have found similar bond measures the best answer to the financing
of student housing. He further reported that 232 state-supported institutions used the borrowing method to
finance 73 per cent of all their housing costs during the period from 195155.

"Without the bond bill, it will be
impossible for the University of Maine
to build sufficient housing to accommodate the young people of Maine,
now already born, who will be eligible
for college in the next decade," Elliott
protestant churches. Married sixteen
Coburn Hall was named for GovElliott said that interest and amor- stated.
years, he is the father of a fourteen
uniernor
Abner Coburn.
explained
that
colleges
and
He
tization
of
the
bonds
will
cost
stuyear old boy and an eleven year old
girl.

One of the ear-muffed faces on campus snuggling desperately
into the turned-up collar of a black alpaca coat in an attempt to
keep warm in our customary Maine winter, belongs to Donald Edward Curry, newly elected minister of the First Unitarian Church
in Bangor.
Curry is from Southern California
where he attended Long Beach State
College before transferring here to
finish work on his Bachelor's Degree
in Sociology. Smiling bravely he says,
through dancing teeth, "The w-w-wweather is w-w-w-wonderfully inv-v-vvigorating."
Curry has pungent opinions about
a variety of subjects. On Maine in the
winter, "a public ice-box with a freezer chest bigger than the box." On
people, "wonderful when human."
On institutions, "necessary. but not
necessarily always right." On agnostics. -a class of critical people who
have a more profound concern about
religion than orthodoxy gives them
credit for." On the ministry. "an extremely difficult profession which has
lost its number one status position of
fifty years ago to the university professor."
Born thirty-four years ago in Okmulgee, Oklahoma, Curry has been in
the ministry for nine years, two in
evangelism and seven in pastorates.
He has ministered to Pentecostal
churches and been guest speaker for
Brethren. Baptist, and Methodist congregations. He has served as director
of county-wide youth activities, and
as president of a city-wide council of

Oren

Men go for girls who go for
Camels. This cigarette outsells every other —every
filter, every king-size, every
regular—and has for 10
straight years. The Camel
blend of costly tobaccos has
never been equalled for rich
flavor and easygoing mildness. The best tobacco
makes the best smoke.

Chi 0 Elects Officers
Mary Elizabeth Grispi is the new
president of Xi Beta Chapter of Chi
Omega sorority.
Other officers announced at the
scholarship supper Monday evening
were vice president, Ann Marie
Burke: secretary, Ellen Shibles; assistant secretary, Ann Bosland; treasurer, Nona Rae Higgins, Panhellenic
delegate. Shirlene Heath; corresponding secretary, Pauline Dion; rush
chairman, Barbara Connor; rush party chairman. Constance Atherton;
pledge trainer, Nancy Rich; personnel, Chalmer Loud; publicity, Phyllis
Stewart, and assistant treasurer, June
Toulouse.

All persons in applying for
proctorships should contact Barry
M. Millen, assistant to the Dean
of Men immediately in 207 Library. This bill facilitate the
scheduling of interviews.

Push fads and
fancy stuff aside .

Have a real
cigarettehave a CAMEL

NEW FURNITURE
at
Down to Earth Prices
at the
Little Store
with the
Big Value.

Economy
Furniture Outlet
R.R. Station—Old Town

"Excuse me, honey.
The lady wants a Camel."
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EARTHMEN
Are you ready, willing
and able to consider

No telltale traces...

it; St"

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD

Typewriter Paper

ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES

It's

easy to flick off your mistakes on Eaton's
Corr5sable Bond. Make a pass with a pencil eraser and
typing errors are gone—like magic—no error evidence
left. Cornisable has an exceptional surface—erases
without a trace. Once does it—there's no need to
retype. Saves time; money, too. The perfect paper for
perfection—erasable Corrisable.

Eaton's Corrnsable Bond is
available in light, medium,
heavy weights and onion
skin. ln convenient 100sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. A
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Hamilton Standard Is emerging as one of
the most dynamic, prolific, respected and
pioneering organizations in the conception and creation of missile, rocket and
general equipment for ultra advanced
aircraft. If this appeals to you as much
as it apparently does to other engineering
graduates ... circle your calendar with
the date, time and place belowi
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Skit Competition Champs — SAE
Society
Pledge Formals Pace Weekend
Glen Phillppon
An eventful Winter Carnival
week-end is over. The decorations
are down from the Ball at which
Al Corey played. Snow sculptures
are fast disappearing and some
students are humming as best
they can the music of Gerry Mulligan.
MOC held an early evening Skating Party Friday night before the
Ball.
Fraternities entered the swing
of things with drop-in parties Saturday
night. Frank Kilbourne
provided the music at SAE and
Randy Henderson was at Kappa
Sigma Saturday night. TEP and
Sigma Nu held Vic Dances.
Sunday, The Winter Carnival
Committee put on a 'Variety Show
at Stodder with fraternity skits.
singing and monologues.
The big event this coming weekend is Sorority Pledge Formals.
PINNED: Peggy Martin to Jay
Jordan. SAE, '58; Nancy Bliss to
George Baker, ATO; Peggy Hersey

to 'Vince Wills, SAE; Ann Cruickshank to Jerry Ingalls, Phi Kappa Sigma; Joyce Jackson to Dave
Fox. Phi Kappa Sigma; Josephine
Belden to Dale Bessey, Phi Eta
Kappa.

Dismissal Figures

English CANINE CASANOVA

English: ANGRY ALGEBRA TEACHER
Thinklish translation: This fellow reads
nothing but the phone book (numbers
only). The only music he likes is logarhythm—the only dessert he'll eat is pi.
When it comes to smoking, he's 100% for
Luckies. Enjoying the honest taste of fine
tobacco, he's a fairly agreeable fellow.
But the second he misplaces a decimal (or
his Luckies), his ire multiplies. Label him
wrathematician .. you've got his number!

CLASSIFIED
CLAREDON INN, 145 Union St.,
Bangor:
Room and bath $5.00,
double and up.

.Salem, N.C.
SANTA
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Debate Team
Travels To Boston

The Committee on Academic
Honorary Psychology Fraternity, Standing announced that of the
The debate team will travel to
Sigma Mu Sigma, welcomed fifty 1,021 Freshmen entering this fall, Boston
this weekend to represent
56
were
dismiss
ed
at
the end of
new members to its ranks yesterMaine
in
the Boston University
the semester. This is 5.5% of the
day evening in initiation rites.
National
Invitational
Debatt
class.
Following a short opening stateTournament to be held Friday and
Sixty-nine of the 2,632 upperment by outgoing President, Paul
Saturday. The team, John Dennis
Hoffman, the initiates and mem- classmen left, 2.6% of the upper and John Philbri
ck, will be acbers heard an interesting talk by three classes.
companied by Prof. William L.
Dr. John Nichols of the psycholoOf the total registration for the Whiting.
gy department on the subject, fall semester, 3,653, 125 students
The National Collegiate Proposi-Sigma Mu Sigma and the Future were dismissed. Students placed on
tion, "Resolved; that further deof
Psychology."
Dr.
Nichols academic probation numbered 230 velopment of
nuclear weapons
pointed out the importance of the or
6.3%
of
the
enrollment should be prohibited by interna
activities of the members of Sigma of the four classes.
One hun- tional agreement," will be carried
Mu Sigma in establishing a well- dred and nineteen of those placed
through six rounds.
informed climate of opinion for on probation were freshmen.
Donald Sweeney and James
psychology.
Bishop accompanied by Dr. WofThe following student were in- Harmon, Laurel Hoyt,
Ralph Hodg- fard
G. Gardner
represented
itiated:
Marjorie Abbott, June kins, Marie Hill, Enid
Kelly, Maine last Friday and SaturAdams,
Marion
Arey, Joseph Charles
King,
Elinor
Luce, day at the Dartmouth College
Baggs, Jeanne Bassett, Eugene Elizabeth Lunt, Marilyn
Matthieu, Varsity Invitational Debate at
Bennett, Anne Betts, Dominique Martha Merrill,
Mary Minnehan, Hanover.
Twenty-four schools
Bizier, Nancy Bradford, Lynn Winnie Mosher, John
Murphy, competed.
Brewster, Barbara Broadhead, Ann Nancy Noury, Sheila Pelosi,
BarThe Maine team gained a 4-2
Burke,
Marcia Carsley,
Ann bara Rivers, Florence Spaulding, record, winnin
g over Harvard
Cheney, Jayne Coffin, Barbara Barbara Stansbury, Kathy
Sulli- College, M.I.T., Brooklyn College,
Coleman, Barbara Connor, Paula van, Donald Sweeney, Mary
Tilton, and the United States Naval AcadeDannert, Diane Faucher, Ruth Robert
Sibley, Joyce
Torrey, my. and losing to Dartmouth ColAnn Ford, Patricia Gedney, Con- Nancy Waisenan,
Gail Walker, lege and Washington Univers
ity at
stance Ham, Douglas Hall, Norma Carolyn White and Martha
Zoidis. Topeka.
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Newly Elected Minister
Braves Maine's Winter

(Continued from Page One)
are needed." He emphasized that the
bond bill would provide for a "carefully planned, long-range building
program, which would result in an
even flow of construction and an orderly plan of procedure." He noted
tha the bill would require approval
of the people of the state by referendum.

dents an average of $80 to $120 extra in dormitory fees in the years to
come. They now pay from $60 to
$80 on present borrowing.

versities in many sections of the country have found similar bond measures the best answer to the financing
of student housing. He further reported that 232 state-supported institutions used the borrowing method to
finance 73 per cent of all their housing costs during the period from 195155.

"Without the bond bill, it will be
impossible for the University of Maine
to build sufficient housing to accommodate the young people of Maine,
now already born, who will be eligible
for college in the next decade," Elliott
protestant churches. Married sixteen
Coburn Hall was named for GovElliott said that interest and amor- stated.
years, he is the father of a fourteen
Abner Coburn.
ernor
He
explained
that
colleges
and
unitization
of
the
bonds
will
cost
stuyear old boy and an eleven year old
girl.

One of the ear-muffed faces on campus snuggling desperately
into the turned-up collar of a black alpaca coat in an attempt to
keep warm in our customary Maine winter, belongs to Donald Edward Curry, newly elected minister of the First Unitarian Church
in Bangor.
Curry is from Southern California
where he attended Long Beach State
College before transferring here to
finish work on his Bachelor's Degree
in Sociology. Smiling bravely he says,
through dancing teeth. "The w-w-wweather is w-w-w-wonderfully iv-v-v.
vigorating."
Curry has pungent opinions about
a variety of subjects. On Maine in the
winter. "a public ice-box with a freezer chest bigger than the box." On
people, "wonderful when human."
On institutions, "necessary. but not
necessarily always right." On agnostics. "a class of critical people who
have a more profound concern about
religion than orthodoxy gives them
credit for." On the ministry, "an extremely difficult profession which has
lost its number one status position of
fifty years ago to the university professor."
Born thirty-four years ago in Okmulgee, Oklahoma, Curry has been in
the ministry for nine years, two in
evangelism and seven in pastorates.
He has ministered to Pentecostal
churches and been guest speaker for
Brethren. Baptist, and Methodist congregations. He has served as director
of county-wide youth activities, and
as president of a city-wide council of

Elliott Speaks At Maine State Legislature

Men go for girls who go for
Camels. This cigarette outsells every other —every
filter, every king-size, every
regular—and has for 10
straight years. The Camel
blend of costly tobaccos has
never been equalled for rich
flavor and easygoing mildness. The best tobacco
makes the best smoke.

Chi 0 Elects Officers
Mary Elizabeth Grispi is the new
president of Xi Beta Chapter of Chi
Omega sorority.
Other officers announced at the
scholarship supper Monday evening
were vice president, Ann Marie
Burke; secretary, Ellen Shibles; assistant secretary, Ann Bosland; treasurer, Nona Rae Higgins, Panhellenic
delegate, Shirlene Heath; corresponding secretary, Pauline Dion; rush
chairman, Barbara Connor; rush party chairman, Constance Atherton;
pledge trainer, Nancy Rich; personnel, Chalmer Loud; publicity, Phyllis
Stewart. and assistant treasurer, June
Toulouse.

All persons in applying for
proctorships should contact Barry
M. Millett, assistant to the Dean
of Men immediately in 207 Library. This will facilitate the
scheduling of interviews.
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ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES
Hamilton Standard is emerging as one of
the most dynamic, prolific, respected and
pioneering organizations in the conception and creation of missile, rocket and
general equipment for ultra advanced
aircraft. If this appeals to you as much
as it apparently does to other engineering
graduates... circle your calendar with
the date, time and place below:
PLACEMENT OFFICE
FEBRUARY 27

HAMILTON
STANDARD
Division of United Aircraft Corporation
134 Bradley Field Rd., Windsor Locks, Conn.
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Skit Competition Champs — SAE
Society
Pledge Formals Pace Weekend
Glen Philippon
to Vince Wills, SAE; Ann CruickAn

eventful Winter Carnival
week-end is over. The decorations
are down from the Ball at which
Al Corey played. Snow sculptures
are fast disappearing and some
students are humming as best
they can the music of Gerry Mulligan.
HOC held an early evening Skating Party Friday night before the
Ball.
Fraternities entered the swing
of things with drop-in parties Saturday night. Frank Kilbourne
provided the music at SAE and
Randy Henderson was at Kappa
Sigma Saturday night. TEP and
Sigma Na held Vic Dances.
Sunday, The Winter Carnival
Committee put on a Variety Show
at Stodder with fraternity skits,
singing and monologues.
The big event this coming weekend is Sorority Pledge Formals.
PINNED: Peggy Martin to Jay
Jordan, SAE, '58; Nancy Bliss to
Ceorge Baker, ATO; Peggy Hersey

shank to Jerry Ingalls, Phi Kappa Sigma; Joyce Jackson to Dave
Fox, Phi Kappa Sigma; Josephine
Heiden to Dale Bessey, Phi Eta
Kappa.

Dismissal Figures

English: CANINE CASANOVA

English: ANGRY ALGEBRA TEACHER
Thinklish translation: This fellow reads
nothing but the phone book (numbers
only). The only music he likes is logarhythm—the only dessert he'll eat is pi.
When it comes to smoking, he's 100% for
Luckies. Enjoying the honest taste of fine
tobacco, he's a fairly agreeable fellow.
But the second he misplaces a decimal (or
his Luckies), his ire multiplies. Label him
wrathernatician .you've got his number!

CLASSIFIED
CLAREDON INN, 145 Union St.,
Bangor: Room and bath $5.00,
double and up.

Thinklish: WOODLE
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Debate Team
Travels To Boston

The Committee on Academic
Honorary Psychology Fraternity, Standing announced that of the
The debate team will travel to
Sigma Mu Sigma, welcomed fifty 1,021 Freshmen entering this fall, Boston
this weekend to represent
56
were
dismiss
ed
at
the end of Maine
new members to its ranks yesterin
the Boston University
the
semester. This is 5.5% of the
day evening in initiation rites.
National Invitational
Debat(
Following a short opening stateTournament to be held Friday and
Sixty-nine of the 2,632 upperment by outgoing President, Paul
Saturday. The team, John Dennis
Hoffman, the initiates and mem- classmen left, 2.6% of the upper and John Philbri
ck, will be acbers heard an interesting talk by three classes.
companied by Prof. William L.
Dr. John Nichols of the psycholoOf the total registration for the Whiting.
gy department on the subject, fall semester, 3,653, 125 students
The National Collegiate Proposi"Sigma Mu Sigma and the Future were dismissed. Students placed on
tion, "Resolved; that further deof Psychology."
Dr. Nichols academic probation numbered 230 velopment
of nuclear weapons
pointed out the importance of the or 6.3% of t h e enrollment
should be prohibited by internaactivities of the members of Sigma of the four classes.
One hun- tional agreement," will be carried
Mu Sigma in establishing a well- dred and nineteen of those placed
through six rounds.
informed climate of opinion for on probation were freshmen.
Donald Sweeney and James
psychology.
Bishop accompanied by Dr. WofThe following student were in- Harmon, Laurel Hoyt,
Ralph Hodg- fard
G. Gardner
represented
itiated: Marjorie Abbott, June kins, Marie Ifill,
Enid Kelly, Maine last Friday and SaturAdams, Marion
Arey, Joseph Charles
King,
Elinor
Luce, day at the Dartmouth College
Baggs, Jeanne Bassett, Eugene Elizabeth Lunt,
Marilyn Matthieu, Varsity Invitational Debate
at
Bennett, Anne Betts, Dominique Martha Merrill,
Mary Minnehan, Hanover.
Twenty-four schools
Bizier, Nancy Bradford, Lynn Winnie Mosher,
John Murphy, competed.
Brewster, Barbara Broadhead, Ann Nancy Noury, Sheila
Pelosi, BarThe Maine team gained a 4-2
Burke,
Marcia Carsley,
Ann bara Rivers, Florence Spaulding, record, winning
over Harvard
Cheney, Jayne Coffin, Barbara Barbara Stansbury, Kathy
Sulli- College, M.I.T., Brooklyn College,
Coleman, Barbara Connor, Paula van, Donald Sweeney, Mary
Tilton, and the United States Naval AcadeDannert, Diane Faucher, Ruth Robert
Sibley, Joyce
Torrey, my. and losing to Dartmouth ColAnn Ford, Patricia Gedney, Con- Nancy Waisenan, Gail
Walker, lege and Washington University at
stance Ham, Douglas Hall, Norma Carolyn White and Martha
Zoidis. Topeka.
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Editorial

Activities Have Their Place
When the school IBM machine had finished its work
several weeks ago, there were casualties, but that was
to be expected. It is doubtful, however, that it ever
took a toll in such high places. A class president and
two senate officers were affected.
Then too, the entire school was affected. All were
good men and at the time of their resignations were doing
a good job. The fact that they were doing so much,
probably too much, resulted in an unhappy situation for
the men involved. The question arises: Are some of
these jobs too damaging to those holding them? The
answer is probably yes.
There are several ways to alleviate the problem.
One possibility would be to cut down on the number of
committee functions that organization executives are
expected to attend. It is also possible that some of the
responsibilities of office could be divided. The school,
senate, or some responsible body could initiate a set of
standards to which candidates would have to conform.
It might even be a good idea to consider the possibility
of paying those who have big responsibilities in the activities program. It might solve the problem of the men
who have to work, study, and then find time to preside
over some activity or other.
It is true that there are many solutions, but in the
long run, none are the final answer. Probably the best
answer is the individual's realization of his limitations.
College should not be an ulcer factory. Activities
are acknowledged to be good for the student, and we
mean this not only for officers. When grades start to
slide and one activity has to be cut so another one can
be met, it is time to do a little thinking. Overextending
yourself in the line of activities is not a favor to anyone, including you. You will be out of here soon enough
and you can join the Rotary Club, Lions Club, Kiwanis
Club, or any of a thousand more. We can all get something out of activities, but for heaven's sake, let's use a
little sense.
We would like to suggest that the Student Senate
look into the possibility of legislation that might prevent the need for resignations in the future because of
academic reasons. We think, after all, that it's the only
fair thing to do.

Faculty Forum

ROTC Head Explains System

THE MAINE CAMPUS

Orono, Maine, Thurs., Feb. 28, 1959

Strictly Speaking

LITTLE MAN ON,CAMPUS

By Jack Linnell
The legislative proposal to make
fraternity property exempt from
real estate and property taxes has
received criticism on the editorial
page of the Portland Press Herald.
The Press Hersld attacks the
proposal as "highly' discriminatory", because a college such as
Bates, which has no fraternities, would reeelie no aid. They
also feel it is discriminatory because it would not benefit all of
the students — only those who
live in fraternity houses.
"But even if the aid were to be
more evenly and equitably divided
this is not a proper way to help
college students," says the Press
Herald.
This may be true, but it depends
upon which side of the fence you
are sitting.
Fraternities here fall into two
categories: those who are on university property and only pay taxes on their buildings to the Town
of Orono, and those who are on
town land and pay both property
and real-estate taxes to Orono.
Those who are not in fraternities find it very difficult to sympathize with their plight. 'They
don't have to live in fraternities if they don't want to," is a
familiar comment.
Again this is true. but there
are very few things that one
has to do around campus if he
"doesn't want to."
Fraternities here provide a service to the university by providing housing. So do dormitories,
yet dormitories are not taxed by
the town and the fraternities are.
Isn't this discrimination of a sort?
Very few fraternities here are in
sound financial condition, yet they
are still a very important fixture in the college set up. Why
shouldn't they receive some financial aid if it would mean helping
their economic condition?
I admit that I haven't read
all of the parts of this bill, and
there may be other parts of it
that would be objectionable. But
its major purpose seems sound
and worthy of passage. It is
certainly not discriminatory a,.
the Press Herald states
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The Lute Tuner

The mission of the Military Department is to qualify male stuProfessor of Military
dents of the University for posiScience and Tactics
The Military Department wel- tions of leadership in times of
comes the invitation of Maine national emergencies and to conBy Nonni Hilchey
because he thinks this way, but
Campus to present the ROTC tribute to their training for duties light of the college year.
because he is fool enough to stick
civilian
in
life. Personal integrity
It looks like I have been barkStory to the readers of this paper.
his foot in his mouth and speak
The Flight Training Program
ing up the wrong tree for a few
The University of Maine is a and patriotism are stressed in all sponsored by the
his thoughts.
Departmen
t
of
phases
military
of
training
and
weeks. This is not saying that I
land grant institution and as such
the
Army,
and
now
in
its
third regret any of my prior
Tell me another thing — did
words, beis required by state law to instruct activities.
year has qualified twenty-three
cause I feel that my columns, if you think that your behavior was
The standards of the Military cadets
male students in Military Science
for civilian pilot licenses.
"cute"? If you weren't enjoying
during their first two years of Department are high. For examThe ROTC Band of fifty mem- not beneficial, are at least con- the concert, why didn't
you quiettroversial, and in some cases, it
attendance. These cadets are en- ple, no cadet is acceptable for the bers provides
music for parades
has been enough to start some ly fold up your tents and steal
rollees in the Basic Course. Se- Advanced Course unless he shows and ceremonies.
The band is
away? Whether you know it or
conversation.
lected students are accepted for academic promise and has ap- scheduled to participate
in the
not, your ridiculous behavior, the
the Advanced Course, which con- proval of his dean. Academic pro- Armed Forces Day
But, this week, it looks like I
Parade in New
heckling, loud comments and
sists of two additional years of ficiency is mandatory. Last sem- York City this coming
won't
have the compliments for
May.
raucous laughter made you look
ester one percent of all cadets
study.
The Judo training program in which I have been patting myself
more foolish than intelligent
All cadets are organized into a received A's, twenty-six percent its second year has
one hundred on the back. Many of you, beCadet Battle Group in keeping received B's, sixty-six percent re- fifty enthusiastic
However, if bouquets are to be
fore reading on, know what I
members.
with the modern concept. The ceived C's, six and one half perthrown—th
anks for leaving at inThe ROTC Rifle team is recog- mean to say, and if necessary, I'll
Army has assigned military per- cent received D's, and one half nized as one of
termission. The empty seats were
the outstanding say it to your faces.
sonnel to assist the University in percent received E'S.
much more enjoyable to look at
teams in the nation.
Subject: Winter Carnival. Subconducting this training program.
The Reserve Officers Training
than you can imagine. Your
In the Fall of 1958 a campsite subject: The Gerry
Mulligan Jazz
There are at present eleven of- Corps (ROTC) is closely woven was established on
Pickerel Pond, Concert. Reason for discussion: neighbors who stayed to hear also
ficers and nine non-commissioned into the fabric of campus life be- located twenty
miles from the the obnoxious behavior of some thank you for removing yourselves
officers on duty here with the cause more students are enrolled campus, for the
purpose of offer- of our "mature, adult" students. and your ribald comments that
cadet corps which numbered 1300 In the ROTC Program than in any ing specialized
prevented them from enjoying it.
training in outTell me, did you who made such
at the beginning of the year.
other department of the University. doors activities.
As I have said before, and if
Cadets who complete the Ad- ROTC cadets hold positions of leadThe University received a char- fools of yourselves, expect to hear necessary will continue to
say—
Dixieland? Were you hoping to
vanced Course are commissioned ership and responsibility in many ter for the activation
of a Chapdon't make fools of yourselves and
as second lieutenants in the Unit- student and University activities. ter of Pershing
be transplanted back to the
Rifles Honor
draw attention to yourselves by
ed States Army Reserve. 835 ca- In fact campus leadership is a Society recently.
"Roarin' 20's"?. What did you
griping
in this childish manner.
dets received such commissions "must" for the Advanced Course
The Military Department is want to hear—noise, "hot sounds" Talk where it will do
some god—
since 1948. A highly selected group cadet. Among this year's cadets sponsoring a
and
frequent drum solos? Did
Military Gymkhana
complain to the president of your
are given appointments for officer are found the presidents of many this month.
you
ever
hear
about
Mulligan
be- class, write a
This event will offer
letter to the
careers in the Regular Army. student activities including Presi- an admissions
-free evening of en- fore you went to the concert? If Campus (maybe it will
mend your
Seven cadets entered the Regular dent of the Senior Class. Advanc- tertainment
you
didn't,
you
should
have
lis- wounded ego
to the student body
to
see
your
ideas in
Army in this manner since 1957. ed Course cadets are found as and the public.
tened to those who knew someprint), drop pamphlets from a
Cadets who have maintained high members of varsity athletic teams,
This is a brief story of the thing about his music.
plane—do something but don't sit
academic and department stan- members of the Maine Masque, ROTC on the
Mulligan is not a stereotype of and mumble.
campus of the Uni"Don't use a nipdards are designated Distinguish- and in such demanding positions as versity. With
the coming expan- Brubeck, Armstrong, Garner or ping pekinese
approach when a
ed Military Graduates upon gradu- student chairman of the Hauck sion of the
University, the Depart- Kenton. He is just Mulligan. He mastiff is
needed" (thanks to one
ation. 118 cadets were so designat- Memorial Fund.
ment will continue to contribute to has his own style, his own arof my fans). And, last of all,
ed since 1953.
The activities of the Military that growth. We have enjoyed rangements and
plays a kind of don't show your hack-woods
A highlight of the Advanced Department are varied. The An- the cooperation
attiof all University jazz for which you need a good tude
and your childish ways of beCourse is the six week required nual Military Ball. sponsored by officials and activities.
We are solid background. The person having when
encampment at Fort Devens, Mas- the campus chapter of the Scab- happy to he part
it isn't necesssry.
of the campus who said that each member of Please
don't show so easily that
sachusetts between the Junior and bard and Blade National Military life and organizatio
nal structure Mulligan's group was playing a you
have never been out of the
Senior year.
Honor Society is the social high- of the University of Maine.
different song is ignorant, not only state of Maine!!

By Colonel B. V. Bryant
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Student Art
Student
art works
will be
shown in the lobby of the Union
next week. The exhibit will open
with a classical music program
and coffee from 2 to 4 p.m. on
Sunday. Students and faculty
are invited.
A large number of students
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Student-Faculty Bridge At Union
have contributed oils, watercolors,
etchings, charcoals, pastels, sculptures, and other related media.
The exhibit was arranged by William Anderson, chairman of the
fine arts committee,

A student-faculty bridge evening will be held tomorrow at 7
p.m. in the women's lounge.
The Chess Club will meet at 7:35
p.m. on Wednesday in the Totmaa
room. Instruction will be given
for beginners.

ADVERTISEMENT

ADVERTISEMENT

On Campoza,
N-e,

(By the Author of"Rally Round the Flag,Boys!"and,1
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

2nd Place, Fraternity Division — SPE
West Point Hostess
To Be Guest Of University

THE PEN IS MIGHTIER THAN THE SMOOCH

Mrs. Beatrice Holland, Cadet Hostess at the United
States Military Academy, West Point, New York, will be
guest of honor Sunday at a formal tea to be held from 2
to 4 p.m. in the Main Lounge of the Union.

pus

the Universladvertising
'ernald Hall.
ma.
Repro.•e Inc., Colt 17, N. Y.

S. Spalding
aret Mahar
le Crockett
rren; EdiId Drogin;
itor, Glenn
r; Make-up

The tea is sponsored by Scabbard and Blade. Invited guests
Include Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd H.
Elliott, Dean of Women Edith G.
Wilson, Dean of Men John E.
Stewart and Mrs. Stewart, Col.
and Mrs. B. V. Bryant, the members of the military department
and their wives, all senior cadets
and their ladies, and the newly
selected members of Scabbard
and Blade.
Mrs. Holland will discuss social customs and courtesies of the
service, with particular emphasis
on the role of the Army officer's

wife.
Mrs. Holland is the widow of
Colonel John F. Holland, West
Point, 1925, who was killed in the
Philippines during World War II.
She was born in Houlton and was
married in 1927 when her husband
was a lieutenant stationed at Fort
McKinley, Maine. Mrs. Holland's
brother, Colonel B. V. Bryant, is a
professor of military science and
tactics at the University.

Edward B. Dunne
representing

MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Organized 1851
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

There will be a special Saturday matinee of Robert Louis
Stevenson's "Kidnapped," at 3:00
p.m. in the Union.

•

Serving
College Students
Everywhere

THE UNITARIAN CHURCH
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The Scapegoat

March 1

Hostility, fear, and survival as related to prejudice.

Psychology of Conversion

March 8

Personal suffering, social pressure, and the achievement of
insight.

War

March 15
An etiology of international conflict with application to the individual.

Life As Social Grant

March 22

Ethical consequences of a theory of social credit in relation
to social continuity.

The Crucifixion

forcilict3pacitivx// &wee&el&
In your dear little leatherette pencil box
Are pencils of yellow and red,
And if you don't tell me you love me soon,
I'll hit you on top of the head.
Honesty compels me to admit that this poem fell short of
success. Nothing daunted, I wrote another one. This time I
pulled a switch; I threatened myself instead of Maud.

DONALD EDWARD CURRY

avior

Back in my courting days (the raccoon coat was all the rage,
everybody was singing Good Morning, Mister Zip Zip Zip, and
young Bonaparte had just left Corsica), back, I say, in my
courting days, the standard way to melt a girl's heart was to
write poetry to her.
I don't understand why young men today have abandoned
this gambit. There is nothing like poetry for moving a difficult
girl. What's more, poems are ridiculously easy to write. The
range of subjects is endless. You can write a poem about a girl's
hair, her eyes, her lips, her walk, her talk, her clothes—anything
at all. Indeed, one of my most effective love lyrics was called
To Maud's Pencil Box. It went like this:

March 29

The religious commitment of Jesus with its implications for personal responsibility and social conflict.

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 A.M.
The minister invites critical attention to the sermon

Oh, Maud, pray stop this drivel
And tell me you'll be mine,
For my sweetbreads they do shrivel
And wind around my spine.
My heart doth cease its beating,
My spleen uncoils and warps,
My liver stops secreting
Soon I needs be a corpse.
When this heart-rending ballad failed to win Maud, I could
only conclude that she was cruel and heartless and I was better
off without her. Accordingly I took back my Hi-Y pin, bade her
adieu, and have not clapped eyes on her since. Last I heard,
she was working in Galveston as a Plimsoll line.
But!did not mourn Maud long,for after Maud came Doris—
Doris of the laughing eyes, Doris of the shimmering hair, Doris
of the golden tibiae! Within moments of meeting her,I whipped
up a torrent of trochaic tetrameter:
Oh, my sweet and dulcet Doris!
I love you like a Philip Morris
With its mild and rich tobacco
In its white and scarlet pack-o.
I'd swim from Louisrille to Natchez
For Philip Morris and you and matches.
Well, of course, the dear girl couldn't resist a poem like that
—what girl could?—and she instantly became my slave. For
the rest of the semester she carried my books, washed my car,
and cored my apples. There is no telling where it all would
have ended if she hadn't been drafted.
So, men, you can see the power of poetry. Try it yourself. All
you need is a rhyming dictionary, a quill pen, and a secondhand muse.
C 1959, Ma,Shulm••
•

(Cut and save)

•

•

Let's drop rhyme and turn to reason. The reason 3farlbora
has gone to the head of the filter cigarette class is simple:
better "ntakin's"—a fiamr that pleases, a filter that works.
Marlboro—front the makers of Philip Morris.
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"The German neople are quite
friendly and cordial toward Americans, contrary to the belief of
many Americans at home. At
least, if they don't like America,
the Germans did a very good job
of hiding it," remarked Al Chapman, one of the Maine Masquers
who took part in the European
tour sponsored by the American

Educational Theatre Association
and the I.S.O.
Many of the German people
speak English rather well; but
even with those who spoke no
English. Al and the others had
little difficulty in learning about
them and some of their ways.
Since the devastation of World
War II, Germany has come a long

and difficult way toward building
The main street of East Berlin
is bordered by large cream-colored
her country back up.
tile buildings, but behind these one
In Berlin, the Maine Masque stucan see the old tenements and
dents dined at the Berlin Hilton, rubble from the Second World
a very plush and exclusive res- War. Crossing over to the East,
taurant opened two months ago. the troupers found little activity on
From the dining room, on the roof. the streets. John Burr compared
the activity on a weekday on Main
the Maine students were struck
Street, East Berlin, to Sunday on
by the contrast between East and Main Street in
Bangor. In West
West Berlin. The lights of West
Berlin extended in a semi-circle
around them. Beyond the limits
of West Berlin, East was dark,
not a light was shining.

Berlin there is much activity in
the streets.
After speaking with some of the
Germans. Sylvia Curran, another
Masque performer, found that they
are very worried about the decision due May 27 on the Berlin
situation. The people of West Berlin want the Americans to stay
because they have seen what has
happened to East.
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But Mom, why can't I keep them:
Photo Feature Editor—
Joyce Kingsbury
Feature Photographer—
Harmon Banning

Guess what I shot!

KIMBALL & MARCHO

What a trip!

Hillson Achievement Award

TEXACO STATION

FOR THE WEEK OF FEB. 26

53 Main Street.

To
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ORONO, ME.

Dave Smith
AAA

24 Hr. Wrecking Service
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"Winter Carnival King of 1959"
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"Where Good Friends
Meet to Eat"
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Committee To Plan Rallies
Recommended By Senate
The General Student Senate
executive committee has recommended that a committee be set
up to plan and produce future
football rallies. The purpose of
such a committee is to allow the
mayor more time to devote to
school spirit.

Page Niue

Seven Students Bennett Named To Committee
Awarded $100
Scholarships

recommend any changes in programming they feel necessary.
In last week's meeting of the Senate,
John S. Barclay, senator from Hart
Seven University students were
Hall, introduced a motion that the awarded $100 scholarships
last week
General Student Senate publish a by the Great Atlantic and
Pacific Tea
mimeographed newsletter to be dis- Company.
tributed to students, faculty, and administration. This would be published
The awards were presented at a
at the end of each semester and given dinner held in honor of the seven
out by individual senators. The rea- students in Estabrooke Hall.
son for such a letter, Barclay said, is
Three of the students are majoring
to keep the University better informed in home economics
and four in agriof what the senate has accomplished cultural economics
and farm manageduring the past semester and what ment. The
awards are given on the
their plans are for the coming semes- basis of character,
financial need,
ter. The funds for this newsletter promise of leadership
and scholarwill be taken from the Senate fund. ship. and similar
qualifications.
Those receiving the scholarships
were Margaret Boothby, Robert F.
Cook, Mary Gay, Marie Hedstrom,
Kenneth G. Henrich, David E. Larrabee, and Peter C. Sanborn.

Presently the mayors have had to
assume administrative responsibilities
as well as trying to maintain school
spirit and the result has usually affected their scholastic standing, the
executive committee pointed out. The
present set-up has discouraged prospective candidates from entering the
mayoralty race. They stated that
under this new committee more time
could be devoted to actual campaigning competition and spirit. This recommendation was approved by the
Senate.
The executive committee has also
appointed Douglas Hodgkins, senator
Committee for the Sophomore Hop
Balentine Hall, built in 1914 and
from Phi Kappa Sigma, as the Maine has announced the engagement of
Day Committee Chairman pending Eddie Madden for the dance on 1915, was named for Elizabeth Abbott Baelntine, registrar of the Unifinal approval from the Student- March 6.
versity
from 1895-1913.
Faculty Committee. General opinion
Eddie Madden at present is workafter last year's Maine Day was that ing on a graduate degree in Music
lack of participation might mean the Education at Boston University as a
1GDM -130d 4SBJJ `^°''
-S
end of this traditional University teaching fellow and as assistant con41AIS
Luclit
L-1
3
H
sP
3
4°
holiday. As a result, this Student- ductor of the B.U. band.
Faculty Committee was established to
He was formerly a featured trom3N, .1 3 3 MS
V 3 d
study whether or not to continue bone soloist with the Ted Herbert
5,3 8 0 LI
0!9 3
1 -1 V
Maine Day. If the committee decides Orchestra before forming his own
N3010H
tsIr V oisnle
to continue this "Day," they may band. He has also appeared as guest
d 3 3 1:1 0
d V "110
§i
conductor with the University of
0'1
d
0
1 1
1
N.H. Symphony Orchestra and Sym.1 3 SO1 0 3dV3S3
phonic Band.
VA9 ilYd
S I LI )1
Madden has done arranging for
Hono i19 °J. 1
Buddy Morrow, Tad Herbert, Cindy
HS
31 S
Lord, and Jerry Vale as well as the
- ci
IflOS
S 3 1 5 3 Af
University of N. H. Symphony and
AlV.L I
N 03 I
Twenty-three male students have the Boston University Band.
0 3 1A1 0 LI ,s-...,-.. 3 3 I LI
The instrumentation of his orchesbeen placed on censure since the beSIVHO -K.-^,
..--leslyt:10
-,
ginning of fall semester, according tra is unique in that he uses four
t13MSNV -1G13%,
to the Registrar, George Crosby. trumpets, four saxophones, piano, bass
There have been no dismissals, and and drums. The combination of inno women placed on censure, he struments sets a fine dance style.
Madden will bring a vocalist with
•
added.
his band.
This figure represents about one
Recent appearances of the band
half of one per cent of the fall registration figure. Last year at this time have been at Dartmouth, University of
25 students had been placed on cen- New Hampshire, and St. Michaels as
51. So what else
ACROSS
well as the Totem Pole, Eliot, Hampis
?
sure.
compress
Hot
I.
ton Beach Casino, Commodore, and
for cool student
According to Crosby, most of the Rhodes on Pawtucket.
5. Deanly talks
DOWN
10. It's Instituted
censures involved infractions of the Committees for the Sophomore Hop
1. Cheat, a little
in Texan
liquor rules. Eight of the men were this year include. Publicity, Peter
childishly
11. He didn't buy a
2. Puerto's last
balcony ticket
placed on censure for making illegal Berry; Decorations. Gerry Ingalls;
name
Coin changes
12.
changes on their University ID cards Tickets, Nelson Zand; Facilities, Dave
religiously
3. Helping
so as to appear over 21.
hearing
Arnold; Refreshments, Marcia Meade;
13. Land of amore
4. Kools are
14. Slugfest
Students under censure are in- Chaperons, Marilyn Leslie; and Music,
5. Help! Wow!
15. He ran
eligible to represent the University Frank Olson.
Boohoo!
with Adis!
6. Switch from
in intercollegiate events. They are
16. Quiet, cat!
17. !!4" step
unable to hold campus offices or
7. They're really
18. Dulcet-toned
participate in any activities other than
lovers
damsel
8. Kind of gram
20. Role too small
intramural sports. All disciplinary
or phone
to get your
action is handled by the committee
9. Beans
teeth in
Union committee members are in18. Date who's
on Discipline, a sub-committee of vited
23. Pinch
to a supper on Tuesday at 6
all arms
punch line
the Committee on Administration.
19. Kind of Vegas
26. Water boy's
p.m. At 7 p.m. that same evening
20. Radar talk
burden
committee members will meet with
27. She starts
21. Start of
evasive
Ivy League
action
any students interested in becoming
Shibles Elected Prexy
28. Revised risk
22. Asking a ;al
members of a Union committee.
real nice like
29. Work free
24. Co. in France
31. Skeleton's'
There are seven different commitOf Phi Mu Fraternity
abode
25. DDE's
tees which plan all events for the year,
predecessor
83. King-size Kools
Mark R. Shibles is the new presi- including research, evaluation, re30. You pay 'em
have a
when you err
filterdent of Phi Mu Delta fraternity.
cruitement; games and tournaments;
84. Also
32. Hopper with
divine
Other officers elected Monday eve- public and campus relations; special
a hunger
35. Weirdy
85. Feels rough,
38. Hand
ning are: vice president, David Bari- events; fine arts; movie; and music
this smoothie
percussion
beau; secretary, Charles Chapman; and dance. For those who would like
Performance,
86.
42. Kwai baby
while rocking?
44. Proverbial
treasurer, David Trefethen; chairman to become a member of one of these
37. Miss Fitz.
holidayer
of the house committee, Robert committees but cannot attend the
39. You said it,
45. Kind of gone
Preach!
46. They could
Bragg; social chairman, Allan Her- meeting, more information can be ob40. Kind of boy bob
be sober
bert; chaplain, Edward Hall; editor tained by calling 386, Mrs. Dunton,
41. Kaols are
48. Me, myself
-- fresh
and I
of Phi Mu newspaper, William Little- or contacting Jack Shaw at Lambda
hear this!
43.
49. ['odder
field, and steward, Gary Kent.
Chi.
44. Buszin' cousin
60. Kind of gal

Professor Clarence E. Bennett, head
of the physics department at the University, has been appointed to the
Physics Advisory Committee of the
National Bureau of Standards. He
will serve on the Panel for Optics and
Meteorology.
This committee is organized under
the auspices of the National Academy
of Sciences and the National Research
Council.
The function of the committee,

SHOP FOR "EASTER"
AT

Eddie Madden To
Play At Soph Hop

ch activity in

th some of the
arran, another
'ound that they
bout the deciMI the Berlin
e of West Berricans to stay
seen what has

made up of scientists from leading
universities. "is to provide guidance
for the director of the Bureau and his
staff in the formulation and execution
of NBS programs, and to provide a
link by which the scientists and engineers of the country can be kept
aware of the Bureau's work."
Professor Bennett will be one of a
group of physicists representing th
American Institute of Physics on
this committee.
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Committee To Plan Rallies
Recommended By Senate
The General Student Senate
executive committee has recommended that a committee be set
up to plan and produce future
football rallies. The purpose of
such a committee is to allow the
mayor more time to devote to
school spirit.

Seven Students Bennett Named To Committee
Awarded $100
Scholarships

recommend any changes in programming they feel necessary.
In last week's meeting of the Senate,
John S. Barclay, senator from Hart
Seven University students were
Hall, introduced a motion that the awarded $100 scholarships last week
General Student Senate publish a by the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea
mimeographed newsletter to be dis- Company.
tributed to students, faculty, and administration. This would be published
The awards were presented at a
at the end of each semester and given dinner held in honor of the seven
out by individual senators. The rea- students in Estabrooke Hall.
son for such a letter, Barclay said, is
Three of the students are majoring
to keep the University better informed in home economics
and four in agriof what the senate has accomplished cultural economics and
farm manageduring the past semester and what ment. The awards are given
on the
their plans are for the coming semes- basis of character, financial
need,
ter. The funds for this newsletter promise of leadership and scholarw ill be taken from the Senate fund. ship, and similar qualifications.

Presently the mayors have had to
assume administrative responsibilities
as well as trying to maintain school
spirit and the result has usually affected their scholastic standing, the
executive committee pointed out. The
present set-up has discouraged prospective candidates from entering the
mayoralty race. They stated that
under this new committee more time
could be devoted to actual campaigning competition and spirit. This recommendation was approved by the
Senate.
The executive committee has also
appointed Douglas Hodgkins, senator
Committee for the Sophomore Hop
from Phi Kappa Sigma, as the Maine has announced the engagement of
Day Committee Chairman pending Eddie Madden for the dance on
final approval from the Student- March 6.
Faculty Committee. General opinion
Eddie Madden it r-esent is workafter last year's Maine Day was that ing on a graduate degree in Music
lack of participation might mean the Education at Boston University as a
end of this traditional University teaching fellow and as assistant conholiday. As a result, this Student- ductor of the B.U. band.
Faculty Committee was established to
He was formerly a featured tromstudy whether or not to continue bone soloist with the Ted Herbert
Maine Day. If the committee decides Orchestra before forming his own
to continue this "Day," they may band. He has also appeared as guest
conductor with the University of
N.H. Symphony Orchestra and Symphonic Band.

Eddie Madden To
Play At Soph Hop

Twenty-Two
Men Censured

Madden has done arranging for
Buddy Islorrow, Tad Herbert, Cindy
Lord, and Jerry Vale as well as the
University of N. H. Symphony and
Twenty-three male students have the Boston University Band.
The instrumentation of his orchesbeen placed on censure since the beginning of fall semester, according tra is unique in that he uses four
to the Registrar, George Crosby. trumpets, four saxophcnes, piano, bass
There have been no dismissals, and and drums. The combination of inno women placed on censure, he struments sets a fine dance style.
Madden will bring a vocalist with
added.
his band.
This figure represents about one
Recent appearances of the band
half of one per cent of the fall registration figure. Last year at this time have been at Dartmouth, University of
25 students had been placed on cen- New Hampshire. and St. Michaels as
well as the Totem Pole, Eliot, Hampsure.
ton Beach Casino, Commodore. and
According to Crosby, most of the Rhodes on Pawtucket.
censures involved infractions of the Committees for the Sophomore Hop
liquor rules. Eight of the men were this year include. Publicity. Peter
placed on censure for making illegal Berry; Decorations, Gerry Ingalls;
changes on their University ID cards Tickets, Nelson Zand; Facilities, Dave
so as to appear over 21.
Arnold; Refreshments, Marcia Meade;
Students under censure are in- Chaperons, Marilyn Leslie; and Music,
eligible to represent the University Frank Olson.
in intercollegiate events. They are
unable to hold campus offices or
participate in any activities other than
intramural sports. All disciplinary
action is handled by the committee
Union committee members are inon Discipline, a sub-committee of vited
to a supper on Tuesday at 6
the Committee on Administration.
p.m. At 7 p.m. that same evening
committee members will meet with
any students interested in becoming
Shibles Elected Prexy
members of a Union committee.
There are seven different commitOf Phi Mu Fraternity
tees which plan all events for the year,
Mark R. Shibles is the new presi- including research, evaluation, redent of Phi Mu Delta fraternity.
cruitement; games and tournaments;
Other officers elected Monday eve- public and campus relations; special
ning are: vice president, David Bari- events; fine arts; movie; and music
beau; secretary, Charles Chapman; and dance. For those who would like
treasurer, David Trefethen; chairman to become a member of one of these
of the house committee. Robert committees but cannot attend the
Bragg; social chairman, Allan Her- meeting, more information can be obbert: chaplain, Edward Hall; editor tained by calling 386, Mrs. Dunton,
of Phi Mu newspaper. William Little- or contacting Jack Shaw at Lambda
field, and steward, Gary Kent.
Chi.

Union News

44 Hammond St., Bangor, Me.
Tcl. 9333

Res. Orono 6-2629
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FREESE'S

Balentine Hall, built in 1914 and
1915, was named for Elizabeth Abbott Baelntine, registrar of the University from 1895-1913.
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ACROSS
I. Hot compress
for cool student
5. Deanly talks
10. Its Instituted
in Texas
II. He didn't buy a
balcony ticket
12. Coin changes
reliciously
13. Land of amore
14. Slugfest
15. He ran
with Adlat
16. Quiet, cat!
step
17.
18. Dulcet-toned
damsel
20. Role too small
to get your
teeth in
23. Pinch
punch line
26. Water boy's
burden
27. She starts
evasive action
28. Revised risk
29. Work free
81. Skeleton's
abode
33. King-size Keels
have a
filter
84. Also ___ divine
35. Weirdy
38. Hand
percussion
42. Kwai baby
44. Proverbial
holidayer
45. Kind of gone
46. They could
be sober
45. Me, myself
and I
4t4. }'odder
50. Kind of gal
moms like

*

College Week in Puerto Rico
7 days and 6 nights for $199.00
Includes
Air Fare - Hotel - Food

Aid
Bus

made up of scientists from leading
universities, "is to provide guidance
for the director of the Bureau and his
staff in the formulation and execution
of NBS programs, and to provide a
link by which the scientists and engineers of the country can be kept
aware of the Bureau's work."
Professor Bennett will be one of a
group of physicists representing th:::
American Institute of Physics on
this committee.

SHOP FOR "EASTER"

Those receiving the scholarships
were Margaret Boothby, Robert F.
Cook. Mary Gay, Marie Hedstrom,
Kenneth G. Henrich, David E. Larrabee, and Peter C. Sanborn.

(II

BANGOR TRAVEL AGENCY

Professor Clarence E. Bennett, head
of the physics department at the U.,.
versity, has been appointed to the
Physics Advisory Committee of the
National Bureau of Standards. He
will serve on the Panel for Optics and
Meteorology.
This committee is organized under
the auspices of the National Academy
of Sciences and the National Research
Council.
The function of the committee,
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7. They're really
lovers
8. Kind of gram
or phone
9. Beans
18. Date who's
all arms
19. Kind of Vegas
20. Radar talk
21. Start of
Ivy League
22. Asking a gal
real nice like
24. Co. in France
25. DDE's
predecessor
30. You pay 'em
when you err
32. Hopper v.ith
a hunger
35. Feels rough,
this smoothie
36. Performance,
while rocking?
37. Miss Fitz.
39. You said it.
Preach!
40. Kind of boy bob
41. Kook are
fresh
43.
hear this!
44. Buzzin' cousin
47. Half a beer

*
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12

1. Cheat, a little
childishly
2. Puerto's last
name
3. Helping
hearing
4. Keels are
5. Help! Wow!
Boohoo!
6. Switch from

6

5

ARE YOU KCIDL
ENOUGH TO
11
KRACK THIS?"

51. so what else
is
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• As cool and clean as a breath of fresh air.
• Finest leaf tobacco...mild refreshing

and

menthol-

the world's most thoroughly tested filter!

• With every puff your mouth feels clean,
your throat refreshed!
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flee

(Continued from Page One)
for awhile, but she has found time
to visit the Library of Congress,
where a display was set up to depict
Lincoln's life in celebration of his
birthday.
Don Mooers, who is on Senator
Muskie's staff, says he has been most
impressed by the friendliness of the
people in Washington. He is fascinated by the tremendous amount of
mail received in the office each day
with requests of all kinds. An answer
must be found for every one. Don
has been working at this job, and has
visited many government agencies to

will be one of a
representing tin
of Physics on

Z"

3

BANGOR
OPERA HOUSE

40

AVAILABLE AT THE

-M- CUT RATE
Main St.

collect information in regard to the
letters.
Goes To School
He is also keeping busy by attending night school. Don is taking a government course at the American University in Washington.
The only worry Don has is that he
won't have time to do everything he
wants by August.

Orono

6-3541

11111111111111111111111111111111111111.11Milimusima_

Besides doing staff work and going
to night school, Sally and Don still
have required work to do for the University. They must send bi-monthly
reports to Dr. Dow, and write a final
report to review their major work.

BI J o

HOUSE OF HITS U

"A GOOD SPOT TO RELAX"
FRI., SAT., SUN., MON.
SUN.-WED.

—THE HANGING TREE"

JAMES MAVERICK GARNER
EDMUND O'BRIEN
in

"UP PERISCOPE"

Technicolor
GARY COOPER
MARIA SHELL
KARL MALDEN

in Technicolor

Stays moist and firm throughout your shave!

TUES., WED.,THURS.
THURS., FRI., SAT.
GUY MADISON
RHONDA FLEMMING
in

"BULLWHIP"
Cinemascope and Technicolor
also

NEVER LOVE A
STRANGER"
starring
JOHN DREW BARRIMORE

, 16

24

THE COMPLETE SHULTON LINE

Aides In Washington Are
Busy As Staff Members

its from leading
provide guidance
e Bureau and his
on and execution
ind to provide a
zientists and entry can be kept
'S work."

Orono, Maine, February 26, 1959

"THE SHERIFF OF
FRACTURED JAW"

regular or new mentholated
1•••=.

in color
starring
KENNETH MORE
JAYNE MANSFIELD

Take your choice of new, cool mentholated or regular
Smooth Shave. Both have rich, thick Old Spice quality.
lather that won't dry up before you've finished shaving.
Both soften your beard instantly—end razor drag cornpletely. For the closest, cleanest, quickest shaves ...try
Old Spice Smooth Shave!
100

plus

"GANG WAR"
CHARLES BRONSON
KENT TAYLOR

//:

I. When you feel that certain fads are
foolish do you talk against them?

2. Do gadgets such as new cigarette
lighters often intrigue you so you
want to take them apart?

25

YES

NO

YES

I NO

THESE QUESTIONS
CAN TELL YOU A LOT
ABOUT YOURSELF!*

5. Do you prefer a salesman who is
anxious to make a quick sale to one
who will patiently answer all your
questions about the product?
6. When arriving late for a party, are
you inclined to join a group of close
friends rather than attempting to
strike up new acquaintances?

fl Li

3. Do you think that political candidates
YES

should write their own speeches
instead of using a "ghost writer"?

SMOOTH SHAVE
by SHU LTON

each

Do You Think for Yourself?

9

n/OPle
se

NO

7. If you met somebody with a beard,
would you tend to consider him "offbeat" and treat him with reserve?

YES

NO

YES

No

YES

NO

[7

41

4. Given the choice, would you prefer
having an apartment of your own to
living at home with your parents?

8. Are you normally reluctant to go
on a "blind date"?

YESEl NO

YES

7
NO

Nib

9. Do you base your choice of
a cigarette on what people
tell you rather than doing
your own thinking?

YES

NO

You'll notice that men and women who
think for themselves usually smoke
VICEROY.Their reason? They've made a
thinking choice. They know what they want
in a filter cigarette. They know that
VICEROY gives it to them! A thinking
man's filter and a smoking man's taste!
*If you hare answered "YES" to three out
of the first four questions and "NO" to four
out of the last five ... you really think for
yourself!
01959. Brown & Wiltlawman Tobacco COrP.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows
•4

Familiar
pack or
crushproof
box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I

Orono, Maine,February 26,1959
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State Series Crown In Sight
Beaitqacitt
As Bears Tangle Colby Mule
By

Ron Drogin

Playoffs Begin
Everyone is praising Brian McCall and his ten magnificent For Intramural
basketball players to the utmost. The reason is quite simple; McCall
and his team are about to terminate the most successful season Basketball Title
ever played by a university cage squad. They have been successful
Sports Editor

With its best Yankee Conference record in history now in the
books, the Black Bears of Brian McCall will conclude their season
with two important State Series clashes.
On Saturday Bowdoin will host the locals, and next Tuesday
Maine will travel to Waterville to face Colby in the showdown game
for the Maine title. Both games will be preceded by battles between
the freshman squads of all three schools.

Bowdoin is experiencing its half the Bears came with a rush and
worst season in history with one left the Rams in the dust.
By Rick Brennan
with no scholarship athletes, no skyscrapers, and with an unexperiwin in twenty-one games and will
The Maine advantage fluctuated beenced team playing under a new coach with a new system.
Phi Kappa Sigma and Phi Eta Kap- go out to upset Maine's title as- tween 12 to 18 points throughout
The pattern for this season was set way back during the sec- pa opened the inter-fraternity basket- pirations. In the first meeting most of the half. Wayne Champeon
played his finest game of the year as
ond week of December when our prides licked Colby by three ball finals the other night with the of the year between the two he
teams, the Polar Bears came
scored 20 points and set up as
latter
romping
to
a
to
54
triumph
39
.
points. And, I recall the happiness that pervaded the campus
Fred Bustard and Pete Gillespie tal- from 25 points behind to just many with his ball handling and passwhen we ruined Vermont's title aspirations by stopping the Cata- lied
14 and 13 points respectively for fall short 75-71. At Orono, how- ing. Dick Sturgeon played his usual
mounts on successive days by two-point margins.
Phi Eta and enabled them to ease past ever, Maine was an easy winner brilliant game and led Maine with 21
Ever since that early stage, University students were
Phi Kap. Bob Sterritt's 14 points 90-66. Bowdoin's big threats points. Don Sturgeon with 16 points,
weren't enough to keep Phi Kap with- are Pete Scott and Dick Willey. Larry Schiner with 13 and Maury
fully aware that they were represented by a fine ballclub.
Scott was not in the lineup in the Dore with a whole bunch of rebounds
in reach of their antagonists.
Although the team experienced misfortune in the Downgame
at Orono, and his presence all supplied the fans with thrill after
cast Classic by losing two games, and then by losing twice
The week before last saw one of
thrill.
the most interesting games of the should mean a lot for the Bowto Connecticut, the chest of the Maine Bear has conBy defeating Rhody, Maine asdoin
cause.
year. Lambda Chi was clinging to a
stantly remained swollen throughout.
sured themselves of no worse
1 point margin over Phi Gam as the Colby Needs Win
And who are the players who have represented us so well? final buzzer sounded to announce the With 8 state titles in the past 9 than a second place tie in the
They happen to include the greatest group of spirited and desirous end of the game. Simultaneously years, Colby is in no mood to re- conference. Maine could finish
men that ever sported the pale blue and white of the U. of M. Head- Dick Russell of Phi Gam was fouled. linquish its crown and does not wish in a first place tie with UConn
ing the list is the always aggressive team captain Dick "Rooster" He stepped to the free throw line to lose three straight games to Maine if URI can beat the Huskies and
Collins whose basket in the final 15 seconds won the first Vermont and sank both tosses for a storybook in one campaign. A Bear win would if the Rams go the rest of way
ted in the league a three
game. Then there is the defensive genius, Dick Sturgeon, whose finish. Al Lowe and Curt Rose of give the locals four in a row over the undefea
way tie would result. In the event
Mules
stretchi
ng
back
Lambda
to
last
season.
Chi
each
scored
11
and
Rusability at guard should earn him an all-conference selection, and
of a two or three way tie the
there are Ron Boynton and Terry Spurting. Maury Dore, ham- sell of Phi Gam accounted for 15 Both games between the arch-rivals team to represe
nt the YC in the
have
been
spine
tingling
thrillers
points.
with
Foul
shots
spelled
the
differpered by an injury in midseason, has outrebounded and outfought
the verdict in doubt until the final NCAA tournament will be selectence
between
the
two
clubs
through
opponents far taller than himself and has been great at the pivot
out the game. The final score was minutes. Maine's margin of victory ed by officials of the conference.
position for the second year in a row.
in the two games has been 7 points, ence.
41 to 40.
75-72 and 69-65, so a close game
Perhaps the greatest reason for the success of the team lies Eight teams enter
finals in the should be on tap next
week. Lloyd
with the five sophomores: Don Sturgeon. Wayne Champeon, Jon non-fraternity divisionthe
; four
these Cohen, Leon Nelson and Ed Marchet
ti
Ingalls, Larry Schiner, and Bob Morin. These players have all de- have unblemished records.of Dave
present a formidable trio and Maine
veloped quickly and show tremendous promise for the next two Cloutier and Frank Sabol have led will
have to be at its best to be vicyears. Sturgeon with his amazing shooting and fine rebounding, the Cabins to a string of six wins torious.
A Maine
would give the
Champeon with his fantastic court wizardry and clutch perform- including a 79 to 43 lop-sided vic- Bears a clear claimwin
to the title, while
ances, Ingalls with his fighting spirit, Schiner with his fine jump tory over North Dorm 8. The teams a Colby win would send the teams
shooting and expert defensive play, and Morin with his capable entering the finals and their records into a tie.
By Artie Zalkan
scoring touch have all contributed in a major way to the success are as follows:
Smash Rhody
Currently holding a stainless record
Cabins
6
0
of Brian McCall's first Big U team.
Last Saturday the Black Bears of 13-0, Maine's frosh basketball five
Newman Hall
6
0
proved that they have finally arrived swings back into action Saturday
To Coach McCall himself, a big hurrah for a job
Hannibal Hamlin
6
0
and gave a capacity crowd a great night, February 28, against the frosh
well done. He has instilled an optimistic approach to
Off-Campus
6
0
thrill by soundly trouncing Rhode of Bowdoin at Brunswick. WednesBig U basketball, and has done an excellent job with a
Dunn 1
5
1
Island 94-77. The first half was nip day night, March 4, the Bear Cubs
team consisting of non-paid athletes who are playing
North Dorm 10
5
1
and tuck and URI took a 46-44 lead bring down the curtain on the 1958only for the enjoyment and satisfaction that the sport
Dunn 3
4
2
into the dressing room at halftime. 59 court season when they invade
offers.
Corbett 2
4
2
Then suddenly early in the second Waterville for a return bout with the
young Mules of Colby.
Blots, Jots, and Plots:
The Colby-Maine encounter
The first annual Maine A.A.U. tracicmeet will be staged in
merits much watching by basketthe fieldhouse Saturday afternoon with field events beginning at 1
ball fans. Colby nearly knocked
and running events at 2. Some of the best trackstars in the state
Maine
from the unbeaten ranks
will be competing.
last month. On the 13th of JanSeveral top high school basketball prospects have shown inuary, Maine nipped Colby by a
terest in attending the Big U. Included are Brunswick's Warren
By Pete Hannah
Jon Green of Bowdoin established single marker, 72-71.
(6-4), Brewer's Robertson (6-6), and two fellows from MadawasThe Mules should have a definite
The Maine cindermen trimmed the a new meet record of 2:20.5 in the
ka and Skowhegan who stand 6-7.
1000-yd. run to win that event.
advantage by playing on their home
Bowdoin Polar Bears 79/
1
2 to 42/
1
2last
Saturday to win their third straight
Other outstanding men for Maine court. However, it is expected that
meet of the season.
were Home, Hale, Ritz, Beyer, and the Maine squad will offset this superiority by their well balanced atBesaey Spectacular
Linekin.
tack. If Maine should cope with
Hold Maine A.A.U. Meet
Dale Bessey amazed spectators as
these remaining games, their record
he ran through the 600-yard run at a
This Saturday the Maine A.A.U. will be 15-0. An unbeaten slate will
blisteting pace to set a new University meet will be held in
the Memori- give the yearlings a total of 32 straight
and meet record of 1:12.2. Spencer al Fieldhonse. This
meet will no wins over a two and one-half year
of Maine took second.
doubt be the biggest indoor meet period.
in
the state this year. Competi- Frosh Cop Two
Bill Daly came through hard
During the last ten days, the frosh
tors
from all four of Maine's
in the final lap to win the mileadded
two more victories to their
college
s
will be present as well
run by a wide margin and later
streak by posting the following scores:
as
indepe
ndent
competi
tors
won the 2-mile setting a meet
who
Maine 101 Washington State
have A.A.U. membership. This
record of 10:01.6.
Teachers 77
field of athletes will thus encomMaine 84 Old Town 70
Larry Wilkins was Bowdoin's big pass some of the finest competiAgainst the Machias team, Skip
gun as he won the high and low hur- tion in the state, and every race
dles, and set a new meet record of should be a real thriller. Awards Chappelle scored 11 field goals to
break the all time U-M freshman scor5.5 seconds in the lows. Ives of Maine will be made to the winners
of ing record for the most
took second in both these events. the first five places.
goals in one
Additional season. The old
record was 107 set
Wilkins also won the 40-yard dash, stands will be set
up so that more by varsity perform
Wayne Champeon In Action
er Don Sturgeon.
beating Haskell by inches.
spectators can enjoy this meet.
Three men on the frosh squad have
really earned their starting position
s
by performing at their best
EURO
PE
TOUR
S
throughout
YOUR GIRL WOULD APPRECIATE FLOWERS
the campaign. Aside from
ESCORTED AND
Chappelle,
the other two stars are Don Harnum
Pledge Formal
INDEPENDENT
of Brewer and Randy Furbish
61 Main St., Orono, Me.
of
Individual Arrangements
Spring Houseparty Formal
Brunswick.
FRIENDLY & COURTEOUS
to suit your Budget
Coach Butterfield is very
For Satisfactory Service
RESERVATIONS and TICKETS
pleased with each member of
SERVICE
his
for AIR and STEAMSHIP
team. He feels that each
call the
man
Mechanic on Duty
has contributed much
TRAVEL ANYWHERE
towards
from
the team's present record.
Bas7to II
ketball ends on the 4th of March,
Except
Sunda
y
but the spirit that carried
1000 State St.
Tel. Bangor 6144
Bangor, Me.
this
team to the top will continu
Open 7 Days a Week
e as
these freshmen move into
61 Main St., Bangor, Tel. 2-5050
the
big leagues.
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Vol. LX

Unbeaten Freshmen
To Face Stiff Action
In Last Two Games

Maine Trackmen Blast Bowdoin;
Host State AAU Meet Saturday

DICK'S FLYING -A-

Bangor Nursery Flower Shop
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